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We develop a theory of mesoscopic fluctuations in disordered thin superconducting films in a parallel
magnetic field. At zero temperature and sufficiently strong magnetic field the system undergoes a phase
transition into a state characterized by a superfluid density which is random in sign. Consequently, in
this regime, random supercurrents are spontaneously created in the ground state of the system, and it
belongs to the same universality class as the two-dimensional XY spin glass with a random sign of the
exchange interaction. [S0031-9007(98)06305-4]
PACS numbers: 74.40. + k, 05.20. – y, 74.76. – w, 82.20. – w

Recent experiments on thin superconducting films in
parallel magnetic field [1] have generated much interest
in this field. If the thickness of the films is small enough,
the orbital effect of the magnetic field can be neglected and
the suppression of superconductivity in the film is due to
the Zeeman effect [2]. It has been observed that the resistance of such films at low temperatures and high enough
magnetic fields exhibits very slow relaxation in time [1].
This behavior is characteristic for spin and superconducting glasses. Below, we discuss a possibility that mesoscopic fluctuations of superconducting parameters in disordered films account for such a behavior. Usually, in
the limit where the electron elastic mean free path l exceeds the Fermi wave length h̄ykF , mesoscopic fluctuations of various physical parameters of superconductors
are smaller than their averages [3–6]. Thus, they hardly
affect macroscopic observable quantities. However, there
are situations where mesoscopic fluctuations determined
macroscopic properties of superconducting samples. One
example is a superconductor in a magnetic field close to
the upper critical field Hc2 , where the magnetic field dependence of the superconducting critical temperature is determined by the mesoscopic fluctuations [7]. In this paper
we consider the case, where the magnetic field is parallel
to the thin superconducting film and the main contribution
to the suppression of superconductivity by the magnetic
field is due to Zeeman splitting of electron spin energy
levels. we will show that at low temperatures T and high
enough magnetic fields H, parallel to the film, the system
exhibits a transition into a state where local superfluid density Ns s r$ d (which is the ratio between the supercurrent
density J$ s and the superfluid velocity V$ s ) has a random
sign. In this case the system belongs to the same universality class as the two-dimensional XY spin glass model.
The idea that the superfluid density can be negative has
a long history [3–5,8–11]. However, in the absence of
magnetic fields and at zero temperature in slightly disordered superconductors sj0 ¿ l ¿ h̄ykF d the variance
of the superfluid density, averaged
over the superconductp
ing coherence length j0  DyD0 , turns out to be much
smaller than its average [5–8] ksdNs d2 l  G 22 skNs ld2 ,
where dNs  Ns 2 kNs l, G is the dimensionless conduc0031-9007y98y80(25)y5647(4)$15.00

tance of the normal metal film, in units of e2 yh̄. Here
D  yF ly3 is the diffusion coefficient, D0 is the value of
the order parameters at T , H  0; yF is the Fermi velocity, and the brackets k l denote averaging over realizations
of random potential. This means that as long as kF l ¿ h̄,
the regions where the superfluid density is negative are rare
and do not contribute significantly to macroscopic properties of superconductors. The situation in the presence of a
magnetic field parallel to the film is different, because the
average superfluid density decays with H faster than its
variance. Hence, at high enough magnetic field the amplitude of the mesoscopic fluctuations of Ns s r$ d becomes
larger than the average, and the respective probabilities of
r d are of the same
having positive and negative signs of Ns s !
order even at kF l ¿ 1.
A theory of magnetic field induced phase transition,
which does not take into account mesoscopic fluctuations
predicts [2] that at low temperatures the superconductornormal metal transition is of first or second order depending on whether the parameter D0 tso is larger or smaller
than unity, respectively. Here tso is the spin-orbit relaxation time.
Let us start with the case where D0 tso ø 1. At T  0
and within an approximation which neglects mesoscopic
effects, the value of the critical magnetic field Hc0 is the
result of the competition between the average superconducting condensation energy density kEc l , n0 D20 and
the polarization energy of the electron gas in the magnetic field. Here n0 is the average density of states in
the metal on the Fermi surface. The average spin polarization energy density of nonsuperconducting electron
gas is of the order of kEp s0dl , n0 smB Hd2 . Its relative
change in the superconducting state is of the order of
3
kEp s0dl 2 kEp sDdl , 4 ptso kEp s0dl ø kEp s0dl [2]. As
a result we get an expression for the critical magnetic
field Hc0  Hcc sD0 tso d21y2 ¿ Hcc . Here Hcc  D0 ymB
is the Chandrasekar-Clogston critical magnetic field of
the superconductor-normal metal transition for D0 tso ! `
and mB is the Bohr magneton.
Now let us consider the mesoscopic fluctuations of the
quantities, discussed above, in a volume whose size is of
the order of the coherence length j0 . The amplitude of
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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mesoscopic fluctuations
of the polarization energy is of the
p
order of [12] ksdEp d2 l , G 21 sD0 tso d kEp s0dl, while its
D-dependent part is of the order of
q
kfdEp sDssHddd 2 dEp sD  0dg2 l µ DsHd ∂2
q
~
. (1)
D0
skdEp s0dl2
p
Here kDsHdl  D0 sHc0 2 HdyHc0 is the average superconducting order parameter. Since both the polarization
energy and the condensation energy are fluctuating quantities, Ds$r d should also be spatially fluctuating. Let us consider a domain of size LD ¿ j0 where the value of Dsr$ d
differs from its bulk value by a factor of order of unity.
An estimate for the energy of such a domain consists of
three terms, namely
!
√
Hc0 2 H
1 j0
j02
dEsDd
 C1
1 C2
1 C3 2 ,
G LD
Hc0
n0 DsHd2 dL2D
LD
(2)
where d is the thickness of the film and C1 , C2 , C3
are factors of the order of unity. The first term in
Eq. (2) corresponds to the D dependence of mesoscopic
fluctuations of polarization energy and has a random sign.
When estimating this term we have taken into account
that domains of size j0 make independent random sign
contributions into Eq. (2). The second and third term are
the average condensation energy and surface (gradient)
energy of the domain, respectively.
It follows from
p
Eq. (2) that if LD , jsHd  j0 Hc0 yjH 2 Hc0 j then
there is an interval of magnetic fields near the critical one
Hc0 2 H , Hc0 yG 2 , where the first term is larger than the
second and third ones. It means that, in this case, the spatial distribution of Ds$r d is highly inhomogeneous and the
amplitude of the spatial fluctuations of Ds$r d is of the order
of its average, while the characteristic size of the domains
is of the order of LD , jssH  Hc0 s1 2 1yG 2 ddd , j0 G.
Superfluid density in this region has a random sign as
well. To see this, one should consider states with finite
$
superfluid velocity V$ s  s=x 1 2eyc Adym,
where xs r$ d
$
is the phase of the order parameter, As r$ d is the vector potential of a magnetic field perpendicular to the film, and m
is the electron mass. If V$ s s r$ d is of the order of the critical
velocity, all three terms in Eq. (2) are modified by factors
of order of unity when compared with the case V$ s  0.
The second and third term in Eq. (2) decrease with V$ s ,
while the first term is changed in a random direction. This
means that at high enough magnetic fields, states with
a nonvanishing value of V$ s s r$ d have lower energy than
the states with V$ s  0, and that the system is unstable
with respect to the creation of supercurrents of random
directions. In this estimate we neglected the energy of the
magnetic field associated with V$ s s r$ d. Since at each point
of the system the possible energy gain associated with the
finite value of V$ s s r$ d is independent of the direction of V$ s ,
the ground state of the system is highly degenerate and
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belongs to the same universality class as XY spin glass
with a random sign of exchange interaction.
It is important to mention that even in the case of small
magnetic fields in the presence of spin orbit scattering
the time reversal symmetry is broken and the electron
wave functions are complex. These currents flowing in
the random directions exist even in normal metals. By
evaluating the diagrams shown in Fig. 1(a), we derive the
correlation function of the current density in normal metals
sj r$ 2 r$ 0 j ¿ h̄ykF , ld,
kJi s r$ dJj s r$ 0 dl ø dij

t e2
smB Hd2 ds r$ 2 r$ 0 d .
tso h̄ 4 d 2

(3)

Here t  1yyF is the elastic mean free time and i, j are
coordinate indices. It is important to note, however, that
for a given configuration of the scattering potential and at
a given value of the external field and spatial distribution
$ r$ d is a unique function. This implies that the currents
of Js
described by Eq. (3) do not exhibit features which can be
associated with superconducting glass states.
Below, we will be interested by supercurrents different
from the current described by Eq. (3). Such currents are
spontaneously created at strong enough magnetic fields as
a result of the instability associated with the random sign
of superfluid density. Consider the Gorkov equation for
Ds r$ d [13],
Z
$ r$ d, h Ds r$ djdDs r$ 0 d , (4)
Ds r$ d  g d r$ 0 Ks r$ , r$ 0 ; H, As
ab
$ r$ d,
hDs r$ djd  n021 kT Se Ge s r$ , r$ 0 ; H,
Ks r$ , r$ 0; H, As
y
mn
y
$ r$ d, hDs r$ djddsbm G̃2e s r$ , r$ 0 ; H, As
$ r$ d, 0ddsna ; Geab s r$ ,
As
$ r$ d, hDs r$ djdd is the exact one particle Matsubara
r$ 0 ; H, As
y
Green’s function, a, b, n, m are spin indexes, sab is
the Pauli matrix, and e  s2n 1 1dpkT is the Matsubara frequency. g is the dimensionless interaction
constant. Both Ds r$ d and Ks r$ d, s r$ 0 d in Eq. (4) are random

FIG. 1. (a) Diagram representing the current correlation function Eq. (3). (b) Diagram representing the correlation function kdK 0 s r$1 , r$4 ddK 0 s r$2 , r$3 dl. (c) (d ) Diagrams representing
the correlation function of supercurrent densities k J$ s s r$ dJ$ s s r$ 0 dl.
Solid lines correspond to electron Green’s functions in metal,
dashed lines correspond to elastic scatterings of a random
potential, and black dots represent the correlation function
kdDs r$1 ddDs r$2 dl given by Eq. (6).
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functions of realizations of scattering potential in the sample. Averaging Eq. (4) over realizations of the random
potential and using the approximation kDs r$ dKs r$ , s r$ 0 dl 
kDs r$ ; Hdl kKs r$ , r$ 0 , Hdl we get the above mentioned expression for Hc0 . In the case of strong magnetic fields,
when Ds r$ ; Hd ø D0 , we can expand Eq. (4) in terms of
Ds r$ d. Since Ds r$ d varies slowly over distances of the
order of j0 , while kKs r$ , r$ 0 dl decays exponentially for
j r$ 2 r$ 0 j ¿ j0 , we can also make the gradient expansion
of Eq. (4). As a result, we get from Eq. (4)
∂
∏
∑ µ
H0 2 H
2e $ 2
A 1 c 0
Ds r$ d 1
j02 = 2 i
c
Hc
Z
D3 s r$ d
$
dK 0 s r$ , r$ 0 , H, AdDs
r$ 0 d d r$ 0 
, (5)
D20
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and
where
dK 0 s r$ , r$ 0 d  K 0 s r$ , r$ 0 d 2 kK 0 s r$ , r$ 0 dl
0
0
The
difference
K s r$ , r$ d  Ks r$ , r$ 0 , hDs r$ d  0jd.
between Eq. (5) and the conventional GinsburgLandau equation is the third term in Eq. (5) which
accounts for mesoscopic fluctuations of the kernel
K 0 s r$ , r$ 0 d. It is precisely this term which at high
magnetic fields leads to the random sign of superfluid
density.
Employing the perturbation theory with respect to
dK 0 s r$ , r$ 0 d we get from Eq. (5) an expression for the
correlation function C s r$1 2 r$2 d  kdDs r$1 ddDs r$2 dl of
the mesoscopic fluctuations of the superconducting order
parameter dDs r$ ; Hd  Ds r$ ; Hd 2 kDsHdl

(
2
D20 1 2 1y2 lnfjsHdyj0 g fj r$1 2 r$2 jyjsHdg , j r$1 2 r$2 j ø jsHd;
C s r$1 2 r$2 d ~ 2
G
j r$1 2 r$2 j ¿ jsHd.
expf2j r$1 2 r$2 jyjsHdg ,

(6)

In order to derive Eq. (6) we had to calculate the correlation function kdK 0 s r$1 , r$4 ddK 0 s r$2 , r$3 dl using the diagrams shown
in Fig. 1(b). It follows from Eq. (6) that ksdDd2 l in the two-dimensional case is almost
independent of H, but kDsHdl
p
decreases with H. As a result, perturbation theory holds as long as kDsHdlyD0  sHc0 2 HdyHc0 ¿ G 21 .
Using the expression for the supercurrent expanded in terms of Ds r$ , Hd ø D0 we have for the correlation function
ij
of the nonlocal superfluid density dNs s r$ , r$ 0 d,
J$ si s r$ d 
ij

i0 j0

kdNs s r$1 , r$10 ddNs
fNs sHdg2

Z

s r$2 , r$20 dl

d r$ 0 fNs sHddij ds r$ 2 r$ 0 d 1 dNsij s r$ , r$ 0dgV$ sj s r$ 0 d ,



C 2 s r$1 2 r$2 d
1
j04
0
0
0 j 0 ds r
$
$
$
$
d
d
2
r
dds
r
2
r
d
1
ij
i
1
2
1
2
kDsHdl4
G 2 j r$1 2 r$10 j4
3 fdii 0 djj 0 ds r$1 2 r$2 dds r$10 2 r$20 d 1 dij 0 di 0 j ds r$1 2 r$20 dds r$10 2 r$2 dg ,

which is valid as long as kDsHdlyD ¿ G 21 and jsHd
¿ j r$1 2 r$2 j ¿ j0 . At j r$2 2 r$2 j ¿ jsHd, the correlation function in Eq. (7) becomes exponentially small.
Here Ns sHd  Ns0 kDsHdl2 yD02 , Ns0  Nslyj0 d2 is the average superfluid density at H  0 and N is the electron
concentration in the metal. The first term of the correlation function in Eq. (7) is connected to the fluctuations
of the order parameter Ds r$ d as shown in Fig. 1(c). The
second term corresponds to the fluctuations of the Green’s
functions Ge s r$ , r$ 0 d shown in Fig. 1(d).
Therefore if the magnetic field is close to the critical
one, i.e., jH 2 Hc0 jyHc0 , G 22 , then the amplitude of
fluctuations of the superfluid density averaged over the
size jsHd becomes of order of its average dNs , kNs l,
which means that the local value of the superfluid density,
averaged over the size j0 , becomes of random sign. Hence
the system is unstable with respect to spontaneous creation
of supercurrents.
If jH 2 Hc0 jyHc0 ø G 22 , one can neglect the second
$ 0 , Ds$r d ,
term in brackets in Eq. (5). Rescaling r$ , xGj
D0 yGfs r$ yGj0 d yields a dimensionless stochastic equation for fs x$ d

=2x$ fs x$ d 1

Z

$ x$ 0 dfs x$ 0 d  f 3 s xd
$ ,
d x$ 0 dks x,

(7)
(8)

where kdksx, x$ 0 dl  0 and the correlation function
kdks x$ 1 , x$ 10 ddks x$ 2 , x$ 20 dl  ds x$ 1 2 x$ 10 d 1 G 22 yfG 24 1
s x$ 1 2 x$ 10 d4 gjds x$ 1 2 x$ 2 dds x$ 10 2 x$ 20 d is given by diagrams
shown in Fig. 1(b). It follows from Eq. (8) that the
amplitude of fluctuation of the modulus of the order
$ , kDsHdl , D0 yG is of the order
parameter dDs rd
of its average. The characteristic spatial scale of the
fluctuations of dDs r$ d of the order of LD . The sign of
the second term in Eq. (8) fluctuates randomly, which
corresponds to the random sign of the superfluid density.
The spontaneously created supercurrents in this case have
random directions. Their typical amplitude is of the
order of Jsc , Ns0 h̄yG 3 j0 and their characteristic scale of
spatial correlations is also of the order of LD .
The fact that the sign of Ns is random is especially clear
in the case of a large magnetic field, when H 2 Hc0 ¿
Hc0 G 22 . In this case, Ds r$ d is nonzero only to the existence
$ x$ 0 d is much larger than the
of the rate regions, where dks x,
typical value. Thus, the spatial dependence of the modulus
of the order parameter has the form of superconducting
5649
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domains embedded in a normal metal. These regions are
connected via the Josephson effect. We can calculate the
average critical current of the junctions and its variance as
functions of the distance between the droplets L0 :
µ
µ
∂
∂
e D
L0
e D 2
2
kJc l ~ G
exp
2
d
l
~
.
;
ksdJ
c
h̄ L20
jsHd
h̄ L20

lar to the case D0 tso ø 1. The theory of this phenomenon at D0 tso ¿ 1 is, however, more difficult. In this case
a domain of normal phase within a bulk superconductor
(or a superconducting domain in normal metal) has the surface energy of the order of dLD j0 n0 D20 , where LD is the
domain size. This energy is much larger than the typical
energy associated with mesoscopic fluctuations in Eq. (2),
dLj0 n0 s mB Hd2 G 21 . Thus the probability of the occurrence of such domains is small as long as G . 1. We
would like to stress, though, that qualitatively the case
D0 tso ¿ 1 is not different from the case D0 tso ø 1 for
in both cases the superconducting glass solutions survive
at T  0 and H . Hc0 .
The question of whether or not the quantum fluctuations of the phase of the order parameter destroy the superconducting glass state at T  0 and large H is still open
[15,16]. At finite temperatures T . 0, strictly speaking,
the system considered above doesn’t possess a phase rigidity because of Meisner screening effect.
We acknowledge useful discussions with B. Altshuler
and S. Kivelson. This work was supported by the
Division of Material Sciences, U.S. National Science
Foundation under Contract No. DMR-9625370 and
the U.S.-Israeli Binational Science Foundation Grant
No. 94-00243.

(9)
They decay with L0 exponentially and as a power law,
respectively. As a result, the amplitude of the fluctuations
turns out to be larger than the average, which means that
Jc has a random sign.
It is well known [14] that at T  0 the long range
order of the ground state of the two-dimensional XY
model is destroyed by an arbitrary small concentration of
antiferromagnetic bonds. As we have mentioned above in
the case H ø Hc0 regions, where Ns s r$ d , 0, exist with
small but finite probability. In this case, however, the
properties of the superconducting system are different from
the XY model because the supercurrents spontaneously
created in these regions are screened by the Meisner effect.
Thus at H, T  0 superconducting films should exhibit the
conventional long range order. This implies that there is
a critical magnetic field HSG , Hc0 where at T  0 the
system has a phase transition from superconducting to
the superconducting glass states sHc0 2 HSG , Hc0 G 22 d.
The interval of magnetic fields where the system is in
the superconducting glass state is indicated by the shaded
region in Fig. 2.
Let us now consider the case of weak spin-orbit scattering limit D0 tso ¿ 1. In this case the spin magnetization
in the superconducting phase is zero. Correspondingly,
the conventional theory based on the equation for average order parameter leads to the conclusion that the
superconductor-normal metal transition is of first order
with the critical magnetic field Hcc [2]. However, the
fluctuations of both magnetization energy of the normal
metal and the condensation energy of the superconductor
phase should lead to a nonuniform state, qualitatively simi-
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FIG. 2. Qualitative picture of the magnetic field dependence
of DsHd at zero temperature when D0 ts0 ø 1. The shaded
region corresponds to the superconducting glass phase. Dp ,
D0 yG, dHc , Hc0 yG 2 .
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